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Abstract

Reputation mechanisms offer an efficient way of build-
ing the necessary level of trust in electronic markets. Feed-
back about an agent’s past behavior can be aggregated into
a measure of reputation, and used by other agents for taking
trust decisions. Unfortunately, true feedback cannot be au-
tomatically assumed. In the absence of Trusted Third Par-
ties, the mechanism has to make it rational for agents to
truthfully share reputation information. In this paper we de-
scribe two mechanisms that can be used in decentralized en-
vironments for eliciting true feedback. The mechanisms are
accompanied by examples inspired by real scenarios.

1. Introduction

The availability of ubiquitous communication through
the Internet is driving the migration of business transac-
tions from direct contact between people to electronically
mediated interactions. People interact electronically either
through human-computer interfaces or even through pro-
grams representing humans, so-called agents. In either case,
no physical interactions among entities occur and the sys-
tems are much more susceptible to fraud and deception.

Humans exhibit in social interactions behavioral charac-
teristics that are favoring honest behavior, even if they are ir-
rational from the game-theoretic viewpoint. Having purely
electronic interactions lowers the social barriers for cheat-
ing for humans. From a game-theoretic perspective, many
business transactions have the characteristic of the Pris-
oner’s Dilemma game, where cooperation is the highly de-
sirable outcome for the players, but the dominant strategy
(the Nash equilibrium) is to cheat.

A standard approach in traditional business to avoid
cheating is to use trusted third parties (TTP) that oversee the
transactions and rule out or at least punish cheating. How-
ever, TTP’s introduce a form of centralization that can ham-

per scalability, and increase transaction cost in unacceptable
ways. Moreover, network communities often have a strong
desire of being independent of any authorities (as illustrated
by the successful P2P systems) and thus do not accept any
outside authority.

Reputation mechanisms offer a novel and efficient way
of ensuring the necessary level of trust which is essential
to the functioning of any market. They are based on the
observation that agent strategies change when we consider
that interactions are repeated: the other party will remem-
ber past cheating, and changes its terms of business accord-
ingly in the future. In this case, the expected future gains
due to future transactions in which the agent has a higher
reputation can offset the loss incurred by not cheating in
the present transaction. This effect can be amplified con-
siderably if such reputation information is shared among
a large population and thus multiplies the expected future
gains made accessible by honest behavior.

Existing reputation mechanisms enjoy huge success.
Systems such as eBay1 or Amazon2 implement success-
ful reputation mechanisms which are partly credited for
the businesses’ success. Studies show that buyers seri-
ously take into account the reputation of the seller when
placing their bids in online auctions [7] and that de-
spite the incentive to free ride, feedback is provided in
more than half of the transactions on eBay [15].

However, obtaining true feedback from the agents in-
volved in the transaction is not a trivial problem. Reputa-
tion reports can be distorted in order to serve the selfish in-
terests of the reporter, and therefore, truthful feedback is ob-
tained only by making the reputation mechanism incentive-
compatible, i.e. making it in the best interest of the agents
to truthfully share reputation information. This is the prob-
lem we are addressing in this paper. Section 2 presents re-
lated work, Section 3 defines a binary reputation mecha-

1 www.ebay.com
2 www.amazon.com



nism and describes its components. In Section 4 we present
two solutions for making binary reputation mechanisms in-
centive compatible, and Section 5 concludes our work.

2. Related Work

The notion of trust is used to refer to a subjective deci-
sion making process that takes into consideration a diversity
of factors. TheSocial Auditor Model[10] is one of the ex-
isting models that explain how humans take trust decisions
by using a set of rules. One input information that is of-
ten used in a trust decision making process is thereputation
of the partner. Reputation can be regarded as a unitary ap-
preciation of the personal attributes of the trustee: compe-
tence, benevolence, integrity and predictability. In [13] Mui
et al. present an extensive classification of reputation by the
means of collecting it.

Formally, reputation signals the preference of an agent to
act according to a specifictype3. For example, an agent that
has a reputation for cooperating, signals the fact that she
prefers to cooperate (i.e. play according to thecooperative
type). Building reputation affects the outcome of a repeated
game, generating thereputation effect. At some point, the
partners of an agentA who builds reputation for a certain
typeT , will trust thatA is always going to behave accord-
ing to the typeT , and will switch to a strategy that is a best
response againstA’s typeT . It might be possible that this
new equilibrium makesA better off, making it rational for
A to build the reputation.

The only equilibrium outcome of a finitely repeated Pris-
oners’ Dilemma game is when both agents defect ([14], p.
135). Kreps et al. [11] show, however, that in this game,
agents could obtain the efficient outcome when they build
a reputation for playing according to thetit-for-tat strategy
[1]. This observation was the basis of theoretic research on
reputation.

[2, 3] describe computational trust mechanisms based on
direct interaction-derived reputation. Agents learn to trust
their partners, which increases the global efficiency of the
market. However, the time needed to build the reputation in-
formation prohibits the use of this kind of mechanisms in a
large scale online market.

A number of reputation mechanisms also take into con-
sideration indirect reputation information, i.e. information
reported by peers. [16, 17] use social networks in order to
obtain the reputation of an unknown agent. Agents ask their
friends, who in turn can ask their friends about the trust-
worthiness of an unknown agent. Recommendations are af-
terwards aggregated into a single measure of the agent’s
reputation. This class of mechanisms, however intuitive,

3 a type designates a preference relation on the set of possible outcomes
of a game and implicitly on the set of action profiles in a game [14]

does not provide any rational participation incentives for the
agents. Moreover, there is little protection against untruth-
ful reporting, and no guarantee that the mechanism cannot
be manipulated by a malicious provider in order to obtain
higher payoffs.

Dellarocas [6] presents an efficient binary reputation
mechanism that encourages a cooperative equilibrium in an
environment of purely opportunistic buyers and sellers. The
mechanism is centralized, it works for single-value transac-
tions, and is robust (within certain limits) against mistakes
made by reporters.

One major challenge associated with designing reputa-
tion mechanisms is to ensure that truthful reports are gath-
ered about the actual outcome of the transaction. We start
from the assumption that the outcome of the transaction (i.e.
the agent has cooperated or not) is only known to the parties
involved. Any reputation mechanism will therefore have in-
formation that is distorted by the strategic interests of the
reporters.

Most real situations do not make it rational for an agent
to report the truth. The private information of a buyer for
example, about the trustworthiness of a seller is often re-
garded as an asset which should not be freely shared. Pay-
ing for the buyer’s reputation report could overcome this in-
convenient, however, no guarantee can be offered that the
information provided is true. For example, a true positive
report might create inconveniences for the reporting buyer
because of decreased future availability of that particular
seller. Moreover, in a competitive environment, a false neg-
ative report about a seller slightly increases the buyer’s own
reputation with regards to the other agents.

The problem of incentive compatibility can be addressed
by paying for a reputation report, such that the payment is
conditioned on the correlation with future reports (assumed
to be true) about the same seller. [12] and [8] describe
such schemes that make truth revelation a Nash equilib-
rium. These schemes, however, require certain constraints
on the behavior of the sellers and on the beliefs of the re-
porting buyers: i.e. the signals observed by the buyers about
the seller’s behavior must be independently identically dis-
tributed.

In the same group of work that addresses the property of
incentive compatibility, we mention [4] and [5]. [4] consid-
ers exchanges of goods for money and proves that a mar-
ket in which agents are trusted to the degree they deserve
to be trusted is equally efficient as a market with complete
trustworthiness. By scaling the amount of the traded prod-
uct, the authors prove that it is possible to make it rational
for sellers to truthfully declare their trustworthiness. Truth-
ful declaration of one’s trustworthiness eliminates the need
of reputation mechanisms and significantly reduces the cost
of trust management.

For e-Bay-like auctions, the Goodwill Hunting mecha-



nism [5] provides a way in which the sellers can be made
indifferent between lying or truthfully declaring the qual-
ity of the good offered for sale. Momentary gains or losses
obtained from misrepresenting the good’s quality are later
compensated by the mechanism which has the power to
modify the announcement of the seller.

Finally, [9] takes a different approach and achieves in
equilibrium truthful reporting by comparing the two reports
coming from the buyer and the seller involved in the same
transaction. The details of this mechanism will be explained
in Section 4.2.

3. Binary Reputation Mechanisms

We look at Reputation Mechanisms (RM) in a Multi-
agent System in which a large number of agents interact
pair-wise doing some business (the typical example is the
exchange of a service or good for payment). In the absence
of TTP’s most of the interactions have an inefficient equi-
librium: a rational seller will not deliver the service after he
has received the payment, and anticipating this, the buyer
will not send the payment at all. Thus, the exchange does
not happen. If, however, the agents trust each other, the in-
efficient equilibrium can be abandoned in favor of the co-
operative one.

Trust is a symmetric relation. An efficient transaction be-
tween agentsA andB requires both thatA trustsB and
thatB trustsA. In many practical situations, however, the
symmetry can be broken by choosing an interaction proto-
col that makes one of the parties completely trustworthy. In
existing e-commerce systems, the buyer is required to pay
first, and then wait for the seller to ship the good. The buyer
thus becomes completely trustworthy, and an efficient trans-
action requires only that the buyer trusts the seller.

Because of the above explained asymmetry, agents will
assume roles. Thetrusting agent(or thetrustor, usually re-
ferred as “she”, the buyer, in our case) is the completely
trustworthy agent who needs to trust thetrusted agent(or
the trustee, usually referred as “he”). One physical agent
can assume both roles in different interactions, however, for
trust management, we are only interested in the agent’s be-
havior when playing the role of thetrusted agent.

Trust can easily be based on the reputation of agents
(i.e. information about the agent’s past behavior). We use
a model in which after every interaction between a trust-
ing and a trusted agents, a RM records a feedback report
about the behavior of the trusted agent in that transaction.
The RM aggregates feedback into meaningful reputation in-
formation that is made available to the agents. Even if we
use the expression “one” RM, please note that the RM can
very well be decentralized and implemented in a distributed
way by the same agents that use it.

The goal of the reputation mechanism is (1) to protect
the trusting agent against cheating from the trusted agent,
and (2) to inflict an efficient equilibrium in the environment.
The two goals are interrelated. A RM that effectively pro-
tects trustors against trustees will drive the defective trustees
out of the market and hence achieve an efficient equilib-
rium. Vice-versa, a RM that achieves efficiency also guar-
antees to the trustors that they will benefit from cooperative
interactions.

Agents communicate with the RM through an interface
that allows them to submit feedback, and retrieve reputation
information about trustees. Intuitively, only trustors are re-
quired to communicate with the RM. However, since one
physical agent can act in both roles, it is not reasonable to
assume that the trustee does not have full access to the RM.
Besides, as we will later show in Section 4.2 we can use
the fact that the trustee can also submit feedback to design
a better RM.

A RM has to clearly specify the type and form of infor-
mation that should be collected about the behavior of trusted
agents. In an e-commerce transaction, we are mainly inter-
ested whether or not the seller delivered the promised prod-
uct; however, we could also consider the promptness of the
response, the quality of the customer support, etc. Feed-
back can be binary, (the seller delivered or not the good),
but also discrete (Amazon’s star rating) or even continuous
(the quality of a product given as a real number between 0
and 1). We will restrict our attention to binary feedback con-
sisting of a positive (R+) or a negative (R−) report indicat-
ing whether the trustee has respected or not his promise. Bi-
nary feedback is the simplest feedback available, is very in-
tuitive for reporting agents, and can efficiently model many
real situations.

Figure 1 presents the reputation mechanism as an equi-
librium answer to the following three interrelated questions:

1. How do trusting agents use the reputation information
to make trust decisions regarding trusted agents?

2. What is the value rational trustees associate with repu-
tation information?

3. How can a designer build an efficient reputation mech-
anism?

Trusting Decisions. In electronic environments, trustors
use precise rules for taking trusting decisions based on rep-
utation information. With rational trustors, the goal of the
trusting decision is to maximize the agent’s payoff given
the description of the environment and the available data
(i.e. the reputation of the trustee). Typical trusting decisions
allow a trustor to:

• scale the value of a transaction with a specific trustee;
e.g. in an exchange of a good of valuep, when the rep-
utationR of the seller has the semantics ofprobabil-
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Figure 1. The reputation mechanism as an
equilibrium solution to interrelated and con-
flicting aspects.

ity of delivering the good, a rational buyer decides to
payR · p for that good;

• decide whether or not it is beneficial to trade with a
specific trustee; e.g. A business transaction brings the
trustorpc > 0 if the trustee cooperates andpd < 0
if the trustee defects. When the reputationR of the
trustee indicates the probability with which the trustee
will cooperate, it is rational for the trustor to partici-
pate in the transaction only ifR ·pc +(1−R) ·pd > 0.

Value of Reputation. When the trustor uses reputation in-
formation about the trustee to take trusting decisions, the
present value of the reputation has a direct impact on the fu-
ture business of the trustee. Reputation is assigned a value
reflecting the influence of the reputation on future revenues.
The value of the reputationR can be computed by deter-
mining how much more can a trustee gain by having the
reputationR rather than the minimum reputation.

In practical situations it is useful to attribute a value to
a feedback report, or more precisely, to attribute a value
to the fact that a positive reputation report has been filed
instead of a negative one. We can therefore talk about
the valuesV (R+) andV (R−) of a positive, respectively
a negative reputation report, however, only the difference
V (R+)− V (R−) is well defined.

Mechanism Designer.The mechanism designer has: (1) to
define the semantics of reputation, and (2) to design the
interaction protocol of the mechanism, such that the RM
meets certain requirements as perfect as possible.

The first requirement is that the RM be efficient, i.e. im-
pose the cooperative outcome in the market. Efficiency can
be achieved by designing feedback aggregation rules such
that the loss caused by receiving a negative reputation re-

port instead of a positive one outweighs the gain obtained
from cheating in the present transaction.

Even the perfect feedback aggregation rules cannot make
a RM efficient unless correct feedback is available to the
mechanism. In the absence of verification authorities, true
feedback can be obtained only from the agents themselves,
making incentive-compatibility a second requirement.

Equally important properties are also (1) the resistance
to collusion (i.e. by colluding, two or more agents should
not be able to manipulate the RM to the detriment of other
agents), (2) scalability, (3) robustness of information, and
(4) the reliability of the reputation information itself.

4. Incentive Compatibility

In a decentralized environment in which verification au-
thorities are not available, truthful reputation information
can be obtained only if we make it in the best interest of the
agents to report the truth. Generating feedback is quite an
easy task with rational agents: any positive payment for a
feedback report will determine agents to provide feedback.
Generating true feedback, however, is a more complicated
issue.

Incentive-compatibility can be treated differently for two
distinct cases, depending on how we model the behavior of
the trusted agent. In the first category, we treat agent be-
havior that can be modeled by a Markov chain of lengthn.
For this case, we explain in Section 4.1 how it is possible
to make truthful reporting a Nash equilibrium by condition-
ing the side payment for a report on the correlation of that
report with future reports submitted about the same agent.

In the second category we treat completely opportunis-
tic agent behavior. In this case, we assume that a trustee can
use whatever means necessary in order to maximize his pay-
off, including cheating, lying, bribing or blackmailing other
agents. The side payments used in the previous case do not
work for this situation. More subtle means have to be de-
vised, such that truthful reporting emerges as an equilib-
rium of the entire game.

4.1. Behavior that can be Modeled by a Markov
chain

We will use the example of a Web Service (WS) that pro-
vides a weather forecast report in exchange for a fee. The
client of such a Web Service (the trusting agent) is first re-
quired to pay and then wait for WS (the trusted agent) to de-
liver the report. WS can deliver or not the information, and
the client perfectly perceives the action of the WS. We as-
sume that the quality of the information is not an issue; the
only risk for the client is that WS might not send the infor-
mation. At the end of every interaction, the client is asked
to submit a binary report about WS.
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Figure 2. The behavior of the Web Service,
modeled as a Markov chain of length 1.

The behavior of the Web Service in one particular trans-
action is not directly determined by the strategic will of the
owner of that service. We can safely assume that the WS
was honestly designed to cooperate in every interaction (i.e.
send the weather forecast to the client). However, due to
various reasons (network congestion, security attacks, soft-
ware and hardware failures), it might happen that WS fails
from time to time. Moreover, there is a strong correlation
between WS’s present behavior and his behavior in the im-
mediate future: e.g. if the present invocation failed due to
some hardware problems, it is likely that the few next invo-
cations will also fail. The web service behaves in a Marko-
vian manner, and Figure 2 presents WS’s behavior modeled
by a Markov chain of length 1, such that the action taken by
WS at timet + 1 is given by a probability distribution con-
ditioned on the action taken at timet.

We consider an environment like the one in Figure 3 in
which many client agents and many web services might in-
teract pair-wise. In [8] we describe an incentive compatible
RM that is based on side payments organized through a set
of broker agents that we have calledR-agents. R-agents buy
feedback and sell reputation information (resulted from ag-
gregating the feedback) and act as local pieces of the global
RM. There isn’t however, any synchronicity requirement
on the information stored by two different R-agents (i.e.
they could have conflicting reputation information about the
same web service), which makes the global mechanism dis-
tributed, robust and easily scalable.

The incentive compatible property is based on a very
simple payment rule that makes it rational for the clients
to submit true feedback: the R-agent pays the reputation re-
port coming from clientA about the web service WSB only
if it matches the next report submitted by another clientC
about the same web service WSB .

To understand how the mechanism works, let us consider
the parameters of the web service behavior model as in Fig-
ure 4. It is easy to verify that a client maximizes her pay-
ment for the feedback report when reporting the truth.
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Figure 3. Clients interact with Web Services
and use Reputation Agents.

When used in real situations, the mechanism itself has to
be trustworthy enough. Two security issues are of great con-
cern:

• Identity theft, i.e. agents impersonate other agents in
order to steal their reputation;

• Integrity of information, i.e. the reputation of one agent
cannot be modified without the agent’s consent.

We have addressed these problems by using a cryptographic
mechanism based on public key infrastructure. Reputation
information about an agent WSA is stored by R-agents en-
crypted and signed with WSA’s secret key. Therefore no
agent will be able to impersonate agent WSA and remain
undetected. In order to update an agent’s reputation we
have introduced a contracting phase in every interaction.
As part of the contract, the Web Service provides the client
with two cryptographic tokens, representing the encrypted
signed values of his updated reputation with a positive re-
spectively a negative report. After the transaction, instead of
submitting a simple binary feedback report, the client sub-
mits directly the updated reputation of the web service (i.e.
the reputation of WSA, updated with a positive or a neg-
ative report depending on the outcome of the transaction,
signed and encrypted with WSA’s secret key). This proto-
col guarantees that WSA’s reputation can be modified only
if WSA has been involved in some interaction.

4.2. Opportunistic Behavior

When agents are purely opportunistic, the above de-
scribed mechanism cannot be used to elicit truthful repu-
tation reports. To exemplify this, let us consider the simple
example of one agent (an online seller) who has the free-
dom to rationally decide for every transaction if he is going
to cooperate or not. A reasonable strategy for such a seller
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Figure 4. Possible parameters of the behav-
ior of the Web Service

is to “work” very hard in the first transactions and establish
an excellent reputation for cooperative behavior. When the
good reputation spreads in the environment, the seller can
start cheating from time to time. Using the mechanism de-
scribed above, a customer agent that gets cheated by a rep-
utable seller does not have any incentive to report the truth.
In the next interaction the seller will probably cooperate, so
it is more profitable for the client agent to report false posi-
tive feedback.

In fact, this is not just a drawback of the payment scheme
described in Section 4.1. Any existing payment scheme
[12, 5] based on some form of correlation between the
present report and future, unknown, reports submitted about
the same agent, relies on the assumption that the observable
signals emitted by different sellers types are independently,
identically distributed. This assumption does not hold for
purely opportunistic agents. No matter how we will chose
the payment scheme, there will always be an agent behav-
ior for which the payment scheme is not incentive compati-
ble.

Fortunately there are ways in which a reputation mech-
anism can be made incentive compatible even when trusted
agents are purely opportunistic, if we assume that trusting
agents (i.e. client agents) also have a persistent presence in
the environment. The intuition behind this class of mecha-
nisms is quite simple. While for the sellers it is profitable to
build a reputation for cooperative behavior, for the clients
we can make it profitable to build a reputation for truthful
reporting. A rational seller will not cheat on a client who
has a good reputation for always reporting the truth: the
resulting negative report will be believed by the commu-
nity, resulting in a decrease of the seller’s reputation which
offsets the momentary gain obtained from cheating. There-
fore, given that a client interacts with a particular seller a
sufficient number of times, it is rational for the client to
build a reputation for truthful reporting in order to deter-
mine the seller to cooperate in the future transactions when
the buyer’s reputation as truthful reporter becomes credible.

Let us consider the following example inspired by the
realistic scenario of the online hotel booking industry: One
hotel hasN rooms which offer exactly the same accommo-
dation conditions. The quality of the hotel is judged by tak-
ing into consideration a number of criteria, e.g. the level of
noise, cleanness, available facilities, the professionalism of

the staff, etc. We make the simplifying assumption that the
values of all these attributes can be combined into one mea-
sure of the quality of the service offered by the hotel.

Let us use a normalized value for the quality of service
of the hotel, such that a quality of 1, denotes the best possi-
ble service offered by any hotel. Similarly, a quality of 0 de-
notes the worst possible service. It is common knowledge in
the environment that any customer is willing to payw dol-
lars for a night spent in a hotel offering the best possible ser-
vice (i.e. quality of service 1). We define the real quality of
service,α, of a particular hotel, such that a customer who
knows the service of that hotel is willing to payαw dol-
lars for one room. We also assume that all customers, given
enough information, agree on the same number for the qual-
ity of service of one hotel.

Each hotel has an a priori maximum quality levelα, de-
termined by the available space, the quality of interior deco-
rations, the training of the personnel, etc. However, in order
to actually provide the qualityα, the hotel has to spend ev-
ery night for every roomwr dollars representing running
costs like wages for enough employees, maintaining work-
ing elevators and phones, cleaning, etc.

The hotel can decide every night, for every room,
whether or not to spend the running costs,wr. If wr is
spent for a particular room, that customer will experi-
ence the maximum quality levelα. On the contrary, ifwr is
not spent for one room, the respective customers will expe-
rience a quality level much lower thanα.

After every night, for every client, a reputation mecha-
nism records a binary report about the hotel. (i.e. indicating
whether or not the client experienced the promised qual-
ity of service that night). All the reports are aggregated into
one measureR ∈ [0, 1], of the reputation of the hotel.R
can be interpreted as the probability that the hotel will ful-
fill its promise, and directly affects its occupancy rate.

The reputation mechanism we have designed [9] requires
both the hotel and the client to submit feedback. First the
hotel is required to report its behavior towards that client,
and then, if the hotel claims having cooperated, the client is
also asked to submit a report. (Figure 5)

Three cases are possible:

1. The hotel admits having cheated. For a hotel, falsely
acknowledging defection implies a double loss (i.e. the
future loss due to a negative reputation report, and the
momentary loss coming from not taking the opportu-
nity to defect) and therefore no rational hotel will re-
port defectionwithout actually defecting. Regardless
of the clients’s report, we can conclude in this case that
the hotel indeed defected.

2. Both agents reportcooperation. In this case a positive
report can be recorded for the hotel.
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3. The hotel claimscooperationwhile the client reports
defection. In this case, we can only be sure that one of
the agents is lying. Since untruthful reporting is what
we seek to avoid, both agents will be punished in this
case: a negative report is being recorded for the ho-
tel, and both the client and the hotel are fined for lying
with εC andεH respectively.

In [9] we formally prove that if the hotel believes with
non-zero probability that the client might always report the
truth, than there is un upper bound on the number of times
the hotel will defect on the client, given that the client has
always reported the truth. This upper bound on the number
of defections, directly translates into an upper bound on the
probability with which the reputation mechanism records
false probabilities.

When the hotel has 20 rooms, a room costs 140 dollars
offering a quality level of 0.7, the running costs are 10 dol-
lars per room per night, the client returns with probabil-
ity 0.7 to the same hotel and the lying fees areεH = 20,
εC = 1, than the reputation mechanism presented above
accepts false reports with vanishing probability. Moreover,
the reputation mechanism thus obtained can be easily de-
centralized and scales well in large environments.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we address the essential problem of elic-
iting truthful feedback from the rational agents interacting
with a binary reputation mechanism. We present the basic
assumptions behind binary reputation mechanisms used in
decentralized environments, and describe the main compo-
nents and requirements of a binary RM. We show how a
RM can be made incentive compatible depending on how
we model the behavior of trusted agents. The mechanisms
are accompanied by examples inspired by real internet ap-
plications.

As future work we plan to study the influence of mis-
takes and irrational behavior on the property of incentive
compatible. We will also look at ways to adapt our mecha-
nisms to fully decentralized, peer-to-peer environments.
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